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24th September 2021 

 

EUAFC Newsletter 

Hello all and welcome to the first edition of EUAFC’s monthly Newsletter, looking back on 

the beginning of our 1st XI’s return to Lowland League football. Every month we shall be 

bringing you the news of our club across four teams, including match reports, fixtures and 

club updates. 

 

Season So Far 

The 2021/22 season has seen mixed success for our 1st XI, currently sitting in 16th position in 

the Lowland League after 11 games with a record of 1 win, 3 draws and 7 losses. With the 

rising standards in the Lowland League and impacts of the pandemic, EUAFC has had to adjust 

upon embarking on our 8th season at tier 5 level and hopes to continue the good work as the 

campaign progresses.  

 

In recent weeks we have seen the uni pick up some good form, beginning with a 4-0 win away 

to Gretna thanks to goals from Max Condie, David Maskrey and a double from new boy Innes 

Lawson. This was followed up by draws in uni derbies vs Stirling and Heriot Watt. The first 

seeing a goal fest at East Peffermill in a 4-4 draw after plenty of back and forth with the 

Edinburgh boys struggling to hold their lead and eventually sharing the spoils. Our South 

Challenge Cup fixture went the distance vs Heriot Watt with the score at 1-1 after extra time 

with skipper Matty Dick converting the last penalty to put us through.  

 

Finally, Sunday saw the uni in Scottish Cup First Round action at Ainslie Park vs Lothian Thistle 

Hutchison Vale and rose to the occasion taking a 2-0 lead before half time through Lawson 

and Maskrey. The uni paid the price for failing to increase this lead as the home side pulled 

two back in quick succession to set up a replay at East Peffermill this Saturday 25th September. 

If available we’d love to see your support so come down for what promises to be another 

entertaining game of football! 

 

Moving onto our 2nd XI who kicked off their season last weekend after a Scottish Amateur Cup 

first round walkover the previous weekend; congratulations to the lads. The began with a       

7-4 loss to Saughton and on Saturday finally played Craigshill in the covid-postponed 2019/20 

Centenary Cup Semi Final. The 2s enjoyed the majority of the possession in the beginning of 

the game but were caught on the counter 10 minutes in. From that moment on the 2’s settled 

into a fine game, dominating the rest of the half and creating numerous chances eventually 

rewarded with Gabriel Kean finding the top corner from the edge of the box; 1-1 the HT score. 

An early double in the second half gave Craigshilll the lead, eventually ending the game 3-1 

despite uni pressure; definitely but plenty of positives to build on going forward for our 2s. 
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Finally, the 4th XI began their season this weekend with a LEAFA fixture against Restalrig AFC. 

The boys went 1-0 up early into the game with a fine finish from Matt Robertson on his return 

to Scotland’s capital.  A corner gave Restalrig an equaliser followed by three second half goals 

after uni mistakes ending the match 4-1.  

 

Club Updates 

EUAFC has seen development to our coaching framework over the summer period with the 

recruitment of Neil Orr as the club’s first Technical Director of Coaching. Neil will work across 

all four teams allowing for the narrowing of Dorian Ogunro’s role to First Team 

Manager/Coach.  

 

Stewart Plenderleith has also been added to the coaching staff and will manage our Under 

20s side for the upcoming season. We thank previous 20s coach Robert Morrison for his 

service to EUAFC and wish him the best for the future. Stewart’s first game in charge sees the 

20s host Whitehill Welfare at Peffermill this Friday 24th September; good luck boys! 

 

Over the weekend, EUAFC held their 2021 trials with over 280 new students trialling over 

three days who we thank for coming down and supplying a high standard once again. We also 

welcome our successful trialists to the club who will be beginning to integrate into their new 

teams in the coming weeks. 

 

Finally, we eagerly anticipate the return of BUCS Wednesdays this season. After a year away, 

our four teams will look forward to competing with other university sides again and the 1s 

will hope to defend their Scottish 1A title.  

 

Thank you for reading EUAFC’s first Newsletter of the 2021/22 season and we’ll see you next 

month, OCOL. 

 

Louis Maurice 

Media Team 

EUAFC 
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Results 

1st XI 

Date Home Away Cup Result Scorer(s) 

17/07/21 EUAFC Broomhill SLFL 2-2 Condie, Spelman 

20/07/21 Civil Service 
Strollers 

EUAFC SLFL 3-2 Lawson, McGuire 

24/07/21 The Spartans EUAFC SLFL 4-0 - 

27/07/21 EUAFC Bo’ness United SLFL 1-6 Baird 

31/07/21 Dalbeattie Star EUAFC SLFL 3-1 Spelman 

07/08/21 EUAFC Gala Fairydean 
Rovers 

SLFL 1-1 Spelman 

11/08/21 Inverkeithing HS EUAFC EoS Cup 3-0 - 

14/08/21 Bonnyrigg Rose EUAFC SLFL 7-0 - 

17/08/21 EUAFC Caledonian 
Braves 

SLFL 1-3 Lawson 

21/08/21 EUAFC Rangers B SLFL 0-3 - 

28/08/21 EUAFC Celtic B SLFL P-P - 

31/08/21 Gretna 2008 EUAFC SLFL 0-4 Condie, Lawson (2), 
Maskrey 

04/09/21 EUAFC University of 
Stirling 

SLFL 4-4 Spelman (2), Baird, 
Lawson 

11/09/21 EUAFC Heriot-Watt 
University 

South 
Challenge Cup 

1-1  
(5-4 P) 

Lawson 

19/09/21 Lothian Thistle HV EUAFC Scottish Cup 2-2 Lawson, Maskrey 

 

2nd XI 

Date Home Away Cup Result Scorer(s) 

11/09/21 EUAFC Saughton 
Sounders 

Logan Cup 3-7 Lawton, Collett, 
Worth, Merrigan 

18/09/21 EUAFC Craigshill Thistle Centenery Cup 1-3 Kean 

 

4th XI 

Date Home Away Cup Result Scorer(s) 

18/09/21 Restalrig AFC EUAFC Div. 1 East 4-1 Robertson 

 

 


